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Certain versions of Knime Analytics Platform from Knime contain the
following vulnerability:
A directory traversal vulnerability in the ZIP archive extraction routines
of KNIME Analytics Platform 3.2.0 and above can result in arbitrary
files being overwritten on the user's system. This vulnerability is also
known as 'Zip-Slip'. An attacker can create a KNIME workflow that,
when being opened by a user, can overwrite arbitrary files that the user
has write access to. It's not necessary to execute the workflow, opening the workflow is
sufficient. The user will notice that something is wrong because an error is being reported but
only after the files have already been written. This can impact data integrity (file contents are
changed) or cause errors in other software (vital files being corrupted). It can even lead to
remote code execution if executable files are being replaced and subsequently executed by
the user. In all cases the attacker has to know the location of files on the user's system,
though.
CVE-2022-44749 has been assigned by

security@knime.com to track the vulnerability - currently rated as

Affected Vendor/Software:

KNIME - KNIME Analytics Platform version = 4.5.0

Affected Vendor/Software:

KNIME - KNIME Analytics Platform version = 4.6.0

Affected Vendor/Software:

KNIME - KNIME Analytics Platform version = 3.2.0
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By selecting these links, you may be leaving CVEreport webspace. We have provided these links to other websites because they may have information that
would be of interest to you. No inferences should be drawn on account of other sites being referenced, or not, from this page. There may be other websites that
are more appropriate for your purpose. CVEreport does not necessarily endorse the views expressed, or concur with the facts presented on these sites. Further,
CVEreport does not endorse any commercial products that may be mentioned on these sites. Please address comments about any linked pages to
comment@cve.report.

There are currently no QIDs associated with this CVE
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